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(a) THE NAMES oF srMpLE Acrs
Among the names of the things them_

A
r. SIMPLE STATEMENTS

l.
We now come to the words by which
the acts or operations of our bodies and
of bodies generally are named.
What is it possible to do to things with
our arms and legs, with our hands and
feet ?
We make them, get them, haae them and
heep them. We giae them a push or a pwLl
(or a bite, or a blow, or a kick) ; and they are
moved in different directions.
We do allthese acts i of,, if we do nothing,

we let things be where they are (ot be
moved by others).
We put our bodies in motion in different
directions ; we corne here and go there.
But, chiefly, w€ Put and take other
bodies, other things-in different directions ; so that it is important to be clear
not only about the names of acts but about
the names of the directions in which things
axe moved..

selves there are some which are in fact
names of simple acts. Such are, a push,

a pull, a bite, a blow, and a kick,which came
into the account on the last page. others
are : a crwsh, a fall, a jwmp, a rutc, a sterp,
a ru,b, a totrn, a twist, a walk; but these
are all the names of forms of behaviour,
which are only acts pinned d.own, &s one
might say, for observation (like an insect

on a card), and viewed as something which

may be talked about.
when it is necessary to get the nrotion
itself into a statement and to have separate
signs for what is going on or beingdone,
language makes use of a special sort of
word. which is generally named. a 'verb ,.
These are frequently very hard for the
learner, because they have a long history

of changes of form and are full of tricks,

whatever attempts are made to get regular

rules for them; and most languages

have about 4,000 of tfrem in common use.
Basic English has onry .16 such words, in

adaition to be (pages 25, Tg,100).1
1

rn its simprest

existelce

sense be is tho word for
; bu{ as we have *"uo,- it. f*;;
used, in additior,,'fo, *iEG

I:::lu
^f::)-"r,
srmple statements

(p. lg).
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The

l0 which come first are I
corn

e-go, pwt-take, give-get

(which may be taken in twos, because in
their chief senses they are opposites),
make, keep, Iet, and do.
There is not very much to say about
these little words at the present stage,
because it is best to keep before you the
acts and motions for which they are the
signs, and to go through the acts them-

with your body.
At a motion picture house, for exarnple,
there are generally two doors. By the one
we com,e ; by the other we go ; and so on.
We fut the food for birds ; the birds
take it.

selves

We giae food ; the birds get it.
We make money ; the banks keeP it ; we
I,et them ; they do
Seem may be grouped

the work.
with be, as the
word for what is not certainly a fact,
but is only a question of opinion, or has
the air of being somethi,ttg.
Th,e walls a,re utet,
The walls seern wet (but may be dry).
Then there are three words of the same
sort at a higher level.

These are s&!, see, and send.

They are said to be at a higher level,
if necessary, other simpler Basic
words might be used in their place. Soy
is a form of talking, or use of words ;
see is a form of looking, or use of the eyes ;
send is a form of putting in motion, or
transporting. But they are so very
frequently needed, and the other possible
words are so roundabout, that it is best to
have them in the list.l
Lastly, there are the two 'auxiliaries '
(may, and will,), which, like be and haae,
give us help in saying things about the
time at which an act is done, or the degree
in which it is possible.
because,

r The right way to get clear about these names
of acts is to do the'act while you are learning the
word ; but, as will be seen when we come to page
31, it is better to take them together with= the
names of the directions in which the things go,
when you put tbem on other things, or tahe them
of[, or g'iae them to other persons. Make a start,
however, by getting clear about the act itself.
Then when you come to put the words together,
you. will see why ' verbs ' are not necessary in
Basic.

At present, w€ still have to make the map
complete, so there is some more to be said about

the way in which past and future time

are

covered (without using the words past, fwtwre, or
tlme), and how we say that something is possible

(without using the word possible).
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Questions and Examples
Do the acts named by the words, fut, mahe,
and tahe; or make pictures of someone doing

them.
What sort of a picture is best f.or keep and let ?
(It is hard to keep a ball balanced on the end of a
walking-stick. There was a kind girl who let
a poor rat go free-see p. 27).
It may seem harder to get a good picture for
seemr. But take a look in the looking-glass, and

lou will

seem

(b)

ffi

to be there.

Why is it a cemplete statement to say the g,irls

tahe plates, though

to say the girls put

it is not
plates

a complete statement

?

Take these words in turn and say which names
of acts you would put before them : (an) attempt,
(a) hich, butter, (a) letter, (on) id,ea.
M ot'ion is a name for the change of position in
space when things are pushed or pulled by other

things or by us. When we do the moving, we

make use chiefly of our hands, so which are the
2 simplest acts of the 10 which come first ?

We not only Fut and tahe things with our
hands, moving them from place to place ; it is
with our hand.s th.pt we generally g,iae and get
them (at the simple physical level). What other
act is done chiefly with the hands ?
Though we put, tahe, giue, get, and mahe with
our hands, the other 5 acts are done by other
parts of the body or by the complete body. We
do not come and go on o:ur hands or on our foots
but on our

-.
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BE, HAvE, wrLL, MAY
The four words which grve this help, then,

are be, haae, rn6ry, and will. Of these
be and haae, in addition to the help they
give in making statements with the names
of acts, ffidy be used by themselves.
We have things, in the sense that we &re
their owners. But the other uses of bc
and haae may all be grouped with those of
will and rna.y, which are not ever used by
themselves. All these ' auxiliary' uses
are made clear in connection with the
other forms which are given in the fuller
examples of the language of acts on
page 73. For the present, it is only
necessary to have in mind these simple
examples of the way in which they come
into statements :The pencils have corne (and so they a^re

,

now here).

The birds wiII be waiting (and will get
the food when we give it to them).
The ra.t rna,y go (if the hole is open).
Have czrne is different from the use of
have in the pencils have points. When
we come to make statements of the
same sort with do and giae, a sma[
change in word-order will make clear
the change in sense. But " I wil,l
gtr

3a/

fut on the waIl " is
not very different from " I uill haae
fut the picture on the wall." So

said M"y, " Poor rat ! There is no
sport in letting cruel dogs loose on
good mothers ! I will take the spade
away. There-lhe rat may go." Then
she took the spade to her father :

that the getting of the food by the
birds is going to be done at some

field, and I went to get it for you.
Here it is." " You foolish girl,"
was his answer, " I put that spade over

haae the picture

it is clear

that this use of. haae is quite
a simple expansion of the first sense.
WiU get is the future form of. get. It says

later time.
May has two uses which are not hard to
get clear from this very touchingstory
One day last May there was a rat

:

in

hole. It

was a good rat which took
care of its little ones and kept them
out of the way of men, dogs, and
a

'

poison. About sundown a farmer
who was walking that way put his
foot into the hole and had a bad fall.
" Oh," was his thought, when he got
on his legs again, " a tat for my dog,
Caesar I " Naturally the rat had the
same idea and kept very quiet. After
arr hour or two, Caesar got tired of
waiting, ap6 the farmer put his spade
over the top of the hole, so that the rat
was shut up till the morning when
there might be some sport. But the
farmer's daughter, May, had seen him
from her

window. " What

a shame,"

" See ! your spade was out there in the

a rat-hole

till the morning,

and

the rat n ay go."

The girl was saying : " ft is now possible
for the rat to 8o," with the thought-

I let her go." The farmer
It is now possible for the
rat to 90," though his thought was" For my part, I would not have let her
go." Somay is used in two different connections-but that is not a cause of trouble;
any more than the further fact that the
name of the girl was May and the name
of the month was Moy (see p. 170).
It is important to be clear when two uses
of a word have iro connection, and when
" For my part,
was saying : "

they are simply two forms of a wider use.
There are white men, black men, yellow
men; and brown men ; but we do not say
that the word rn6n% has four different uses,
with no general sense running through
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them aIl. The general sense of tnay is
' It is possible . . -' i and it may bP
possible in two waYS '-'
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Do (rot)
,,
. When a statement using any of the
' operators ' but ber is made with not, the
word not is placed before the Rame of the
act or operation, axtd do is put in before

(c)

In the first, the Person talking
makes it Possible-bY givin$ the
power, the authority, or the chance-

'(to

the not.z
Dead rne% d,o not giue trouble (but living
men glve trouble).
We mlght equally well say
Dead rne?c giue no troubl,e.
Like haae, do has a special use by itself,

go).

In the second, general conditions

make it possible-by puttittg nothing
in the way of a desire-(to go)'

If there had been any doubt about the

girl might have said : " The rat
has the Power to 8o ", or " Rat ! I let

sense, the

you go ;

J

and the farmer might have said

i

in addition to the help which it gtves in
statements made with the word not;
Good me% do kind acts (see p. 101).

:

..Theratwillnowpossibly(orprobably)

g0." t

i;l

lil

l When a person says -he m?y g9, .he freouentlv haJin- mind oniy his other desire-s ("1

Til
l'""xL:J f,:Ts)dti
ifi*i$'fsr"ffi
in
and
going
"
;
ilii3-t#d;-iil;ghts about

we are free tb do the sort of
normal conditions
-"i" givgq
serious..ttrought and.-get
acts which
sailing
talked aboutl- b"i if he says " I may be him a
to America i.t"otto*"i and-someone-givesthat there is
newspap"r Jili"il makes it clear
no boat tor'lUil" dpys-then h;is may P:::f::
litJ"ilii""ttv will' n6t (p' 29),'whatever serious
thoughts and desires he maY nave'

1

The 'auxilia

ry'

dois

certainly commoner.

ir

be, and,

Anotlier trick with not is the change of not
to neaar, but 'here again it is wiser to keep
the l,earning of these special forms to the very
last. Wheu you are expert enough to say what
you have to iay clearly ind simp$ it will 6e time
to make your talk more natural and more
eaer

polished.
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not used. with

not is placed after the 'operator.' Dead rnen c&re
not consc'iows.
2 In talking, it is very common to say ltttle
words like not so quickly that the o is not sounded.
Do not, in writing the words, then becomes don't
(with a, change of sound to d,oanf as in road,),
But at first there is no need to give any attention
to such details. Do not, haae not, is not, and rnay
not are quite clear to everyone, though in normal
English talk d,on't, hauen't, isn't, and moyn't are

w

'

2. Directions

formed
The cooh will mahe the cahe.
^S porter will tahe the boxes.
i* The meals will be late.
The use of wtay is equally simple

Kind, friends may cotne.

thoughts.

:,''

The wornan rnay get the rneot,
Put not (with do) into the statements

: The
The banhs heep the money.
seem strange.
Quich
- N ot-payments
comes after wi,l'l ot rna,y, and before the
bird,s tahe the

berries,

act. Put uil,l (or will not) and mey
(or mey not) into the statements : Birds tahe
nto?tey. Banhs heep food,. Slow payments seem
necessary.
We Bay : An umbrella will bc necessary, when
name of the

rain is ceitain, and An umbrellarnay be necessa,ry,
when rain is possible. When would you say :

A

new clock %ay not be necessaty

?

I1

We now come to the"directions in which
things go when they are moved.
Let us take the story of the young man
whose death was caused by the noise
which got,on his nerves after an operation
in a hospital.
His friends took the view that the true
cause of his death was the operation.
The man who did the operation said it was
poison. His mother was of the opinion
that a fly was responsible. Those who
had no love for him gave part of the credit
to the drains, the meat, and the dog.
Here is the full story :The dog went after the rat, by the
drain, a,cross the street, oaer the wall,
uith the fly, throwgh the door, against
the rules, to the meat.
The fly got in the meat, intor the
mouth, down the throat , a,rnong the

I

l

muscles.

1

)4!

t

Tha m&n

Thc boxcs ?noy haac
a

i

:

:

The place rrLay be unhealthy.

Animals rnay haae

''

fall.
:10

mq!

be

ill

The poison got off the fly, at the
digestion, about the system.
The noise came from an instrument
under the window, up the steps,
r Into is formed by putting together to and in
(for tJre process of getting inside anything).

3l

throwgh the hospital ; and got oro the
nerves , after the operation,before deatht.
Some of the words we have been talking

about are not names of directions but
names of positions in which things come
to rest after moving in the different
directions. For purposes of learning,
however, they may be put

in the samej

group.

Wherr the

fly goes to the meat, it may

come, at the end of its journey, to be on it.
So we may equally well say that it goes oz
the meat. It may be restittg in the meat,

ot

between

two bits of meat, er

nwnong

the

in the meat, or at the edge of the
meat. All this will be much clearer when
the full account is given of the ways in
bones

which the senses of words are stretched.
Two of these little words may seem at
first to be quite different from the others.

They are
of and.for.
Bpt if we take a bit off tne tuP, it is clear
that this is very like taking a bit of the to/.
In fact, o/ is frequently used after words
1 The uses of aga'inst, after, and before in this
story are a little different from their root use
(see pp. I16, ll8). They are examples of simpfte*;

and natural expansion (see p. 90).
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like part, or number ; as in a part of thc
animalt, or a, %urnber of friends.
For has gone a greater distance from its
early use as the name of a position (itt
front of, before), till it now only takes the
place of other groups of words, to make
statements about exch,ange and.purpose go

more smoothly.
The porter uill go for rnoney (:in exchange for money).
The porter uill go for the box (:with the
purpose of getting the box).
The father uill, get the reuard fo, the family
(:in the place of, in the interests of).
It is not important to give much time
at the start to these special uses. Take.
note of them when you come across them in
examples, and more will be said about
them on pages 120 and 123. These little
words are like drops of oil put into amachine when necessary. When is it
necessary ? Experience with the machine
is bettei than a long list of possible reasons.

r Sometimes 's on the end of a word is used in
of ' of ' to give the idea of property, the 'c
put after the name of the owner, as in the
anirnal,'s tail.
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(a)

THE NAMEs oF DrREcrroNs
Because the names of directions generally come before the names of the things to
which we go (or from which we take other
things, and so on), they have been named
' prepositions ', that is to s&5r, words
' placed before ' others. But it is no

harder to get the idea of a direction than
to make the discovery later that names of
directions frequently do not come before
anything.
F'or example, we may say we will, go up
(simply in the direction uP), without the
name of any special thing being given. It
may be up the mountain, or up the steps
(or up the list of names, by an expansion
which will be made clear on page 130).
When im, %f , ouer, and the rest are used
by themselves in this way, they are said
to be used as 'adverbs ', to which we are
coming on page 40.1

Questlons and Examples

fn the group of words we have been talking
about the idea of direction is more important
than the idea of position, because in our account
of acts it is made clear that an act is done in a

certain direction to some thing : bees tahe suger
from the flowers ; th,e men giue food, to the horses ;
the guides go

up themountains ; monheys

down

It then seems natural to go one stage farther
say : bees put the sug&r in wax ; the food, is by
the horses ; the guide.s &re on the mountain; the
a_nd

monheys are at the foot of the tfee.

Put the words after, by, &cross, ouer, ulitlrr
through, against and to in different places in the

first part of the story of the causes of the young
man's death (The dog went lo the rat, against
the drain, through tbre street, with the wall and
so on). See how far the story still makes sense ;
and grve the reasons when the act is not a possible
one.

Which of the names of directions will go
together two by two ; like up and down, to and
Tron ?
When the time comes to give attention to such
details, it is a safe general rule to make use of of
when talking about things and fictions as if thgy
were owners, and the 's form when talking about
persons and animals in this connection. For
example, say : the bulb of the camera,, a roy of
hope.' but : the cooh's cloth, the horses' food,.

1 Two other words used as'adverbs'of
direction may here be noted : baoh (opposite of

Jorward), and round.
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Gotne

the tree.
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(b)

How ro MAKE vERBs
There are some languag€s, of which
English is one, in which such a story
might be given by using ' verbs'. Fbr

grving somethitg, and see if wnder or
down would come flaturally into your

€xample

feeling that take has a natural connection
with from, because taking is the opposite
of putting and giving.
You may be able to make a suggestion
f.ot come and sernd. But even an expert in
making signs'will be in doubt as to the

:-

The doq' pursued 'the rat, ' passed'
the drain, ' crossed ' the street, and

' climbed ' the wall, ' bearing ' the
fly ; it ' entered ' the door, ' broke '
the rules, and ' approached 'the meat.
The fly'invaded ' the meat, ' penetrated ' the mouth, ' descended ' the
throat, and ' infested ' the muscles.
The poison ' left ' the fly, ' attacked'
the digestion, and ' permeated' the
't'

system.

You will see that there are no names for
directions here ; but sometimes they na^re
used in addition to the ' verbs ' :
The noise 'emanated ' from an
instrument 'located ' under the windpw, 'proceeded ' up the steps,; and
n'diffused '
itself through the hospital ;
it 'worked ' on the young man's
nerves, 'following ' after his operation.
Some acts have a natural tendency to go
in one special direction. Give generally

lo. Is this clear from the sense
of give ? If not, make the motion of

goes

with
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mind for the direction taken by your hand.

ln the same way you will probably get a
'

special friends of get among the directions.

The uses oI

seern are

not quite parallel

with those of the others in this group.
But if you see your face in the lookingglass, it will certainly seem to you to be at
the back of the glass.
Things may seern strange, of seern tot be
strange in the same way as they are said
to be ready ; and get, tike seern, will go
with most ' adjectives ', because it is the
name of the process of change or develop-

ment

For example

:

An old dog uill not get )/oung aga,in.
Every time you put together the narne

of one of the 10 sirnple acts (six of which
are free to go in almost any direction)
1

This special use of to is one about which moro

will be said later when we come to the 'infinitive ' (p.

128).

with the name of one of the 20 directions or
positions in space, you are making a
' verb ' ; that is to s&y, in sorne languages
a new word would be necessary for the
complete act. In France, for example,
they do not get down a tree, or get doun
into a hole, but there is a special word

(' descendre ') for getting down, and
another special word for getting up
(' monter '), another for getting a,cross
(' traverser '), another for getting ready
('prdparer '), and so on.
Normal English has a great number of
' verbs ' of the same sort, like ' ascend ',
' descefld ', t climb 'r' ttaverse ', and ' prepil€', and every one of them is itself a
new sound for the learner and has a number

of

Questions and ExarnPles
167 you will see a picture of a man
On page
doing '"I1" th" aits which have-names in Basic
Engfish. Every time he does something-yitH

mass in ttre middle of the picture (This),
he says what he is doing:
I (witl, may) take this- (bone). from the 9og'
I (win, -aii put tbis.(bone) in tlre earth'
language.for
If'you
-acts,hav'e-'verbs '' i-n your been used in
say which might have
these
these two statements ('remove', 'bury')'
What ' verbs ' mighti be put
- in the 13 orders

thiblack

given
under the fictur.e (.1 ' construct', 2
Finsert',
3 'p1ace^', 4'set', 5 'receive', q
', 7 'tdoorte t, 8 ' presglrt :, I 'include ',
'
' iaise ', 11 ' convey-', 12 ' prepare ', 18
l0""try
' perform ').

Give a Basic substitute for then ' verb$ ' in
these examples :
The rnen^' extract' the root uitlt, a spad'e'
The boys ' deposit' nuts in the bashet.
The giVl,s ' minufacture '.ste-ms f9r pi'p9s'.
The dtomen' can obtain ' f ouls at the market '

will ' PrePar e ' for war goats' appear-' in,the-gqydey.

The nation
Some

special forms in addition. Months,
or even yeaxs, of training are needed to get
4,000 of these sounds and forms fixed in the
memory, so that the value of a good
working knowledge of the 30 little words
for the acts and directions in Basic
English will be clear to all who are interested in cutting down the time which it
now takes to get a knowledge of English.

Get is" the *oit general of att the names of
acts. In fact ii *ifitake the place of almost all
the others and so may frequently be used when
in doubt. For example; the rnep get the root out
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with a spade, the boys-get nuts into the bashet, a'Jld

so orr.

3. ffow, when, and where
The way in which our statements about
things are given an expansion is, first, by
the adaition of the names of their qualities,
so that we get a rn&n, a good rn&n ; and,
secondly, by the addition of the names of
acts, so that we get the good man, the good
ma,n cornes.

The act may be done in one of the
different directions, all of which have their
names, &s we have seen ; or it may be done

:

i

I

ri
I

I
I
I

I

t

in some special aay. There are only
20 names of directions, but there is no
limit to the number of ways, and a separate
sort of word (atr ' adverb ') is frequenfly
used for the wa5r, time, or place in which
we do things.

Rule. Tne addition of ly to an . adjective ' makes it an ' adverb.'

'rl

*l
I

I
I

Note. Because of the sense or the sound, it
is not possible to make this addition to C"6ty
one of the 150 ' adjectiv€e ', but over 100 hav'e

thil_regular ending.
We do not say 1ut-|,y.(b-ecause
of the
.the

or
rl
I

I

ll,,i
ri

ila1gllel,-ly (becausg gf

sense),

strange sound).

'

smallly, and longty are iot forrfr'ed ;
. Tgll-ly,
tor
l,ihe and sa,tne, which is we have seen, are
not so freely _Iseq as the other . adjectives ,,
see The

Basic Words.

the adverb forms from adjectives
{* *iting
ending
in !, the y !s_ changed
-In into ilr, , for

gxlntplgr angrily, healthily.

tryty llrom !it) ; auto_rnatically,
electrically
possi,btry,
i2

addition, there

There are some very common ' adverbs '
which are not made from 'adjectives '.
They are chiefly words for place, time,

or amount :Again, far,

notg

,

ottt

,

still,

enough, forward, here, nea,r,
uell,,

, then, there, together ,

little, morch.
Of these, far-nea,r, noa-then, here-there,
wiit go two by two as opposites ; and well
(which has another use as an ' adjective ')
is the special form taken by
- the ' adverb' '
gooi.
of
Most of these come after the name of
the act :He will, go a,ga,in (far, foruard, near, nou),
out, then, there, and so on).1

Then there is another group made up of

the ' adverbs i of

degree

enen,, only, quite, so,

40

enough,

used chiefly with ' adjectives ' and other

' adverbs '.
tThere is frequently used for making €v€rfday statements like : There is a hettle on the fire,
' or There a,re no crachs in the glass (p. 142).
Such statements are not unlike those starting
with il (see p.74\, where it is not used for the
name of something talked about earlier. The
special places of other adverbs, like er)er and still,
will be made clear when we come to Word-order

(p.

67).

elast,icatiy, ind,
and, yeiUiy.

probibly,

; ably,

: almost,

and very. These are

4r

Questions and Examples
Make a list of all the ' adjectives , which would
p,robably not be given the"ending ty,

a""^use of

;:ftf" W; *:K::r;-i;(:z#l; Kf,:::*
ff:;,
to come natur.Iy
11 such a list-; it *orrra o"ry
3,Ll?T*,1?"1:nu'.1Hs","*

ti;;

wav' b;- ;

Do the same with those where
"i the sound might
be against the addition (comptii,-iir-iy, parailer,
and so on).
For everv one of these, exampres make a rist

of 6 ' adveibs ' whictt *"r." r"rr5"-ir-it
,,,

" You are a foolish boy
Ife went to the hous"

h;;;ia _; "

spaces.

The airplane came down
-.
The statement was
-.
true.

'Adverbs '
are formed from
9f- position
' adjectivgs. ' withoirt
a ghr"g; L-i]or* ;-- fo,
-example, high, deep,
Makja ust

ft,at.

of trrur".

4. f, He, You ; This, That
You now have a language in

which
things may be talked about by giving their
qualities (' adjectives'), and by saying

what they do (acts), the directions in
which they go (' prepositions'), and
the ways in which the acts are done
('adverbs ').

The most necessary words are those
which take the place of the simplest signpointing ; then come those which do the
work of the other signs we make when
pointing is not enough. And there are
some words like ' adverbs' which take the
a

.a

a

place, not of pointing, or of simple signs,but

of other words, so that as little time as
possible may be wasted in making our
ideas clear to others.
Sometimes we are pointing at ourselves,
the person here ;
at %thers (the persin ihere)-. But at a
very early stage some languages get special

which is the same as saying

or

words for this purpose. We sayI will, coFne, He uil,l, come, and Yow wil,l
c0rne.

And in place of the thing here, and thc

I: the picture representative
,' adverbs'
: near, bddty,

strangly

of any of

these

happily secretly, cruelly,

?
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thing there we saythis and that,
or this ?nan and that rnl,n.
43

If we are talking about more than one
thing or person, this and that become these
and

those.

Who (with uhich and what) is in this
group, but it is not needed till we come
to put words in their right order in longer

of a house, 5rou may say
about this house, This is a house, I will mahe this
house, This is the house I will' mahe, and so on;
or if there are two or more houses, you say aborrt ,.
these houses, These are houses, f wiil mahe tkese'
houses, and so on. Do the same with that and
those, and make use of the names of all the
vessels (boat, bottle, buchet, basin, Pot, and so on)

in the list.

statements.

When I am talking about myself together with others, or when a word is
needed for ' you and I together ', the
' plural ' form we is used, as in
We

Questtons and Examples

If you make a picture

uill corne tomorroro).

When it is two or more of your friends
who are coming, 5rou say
They

uill co?ne.

But if you are talking to your friends,
you say
Yow

will

When you have given money_for- a house, you
are the dwner, and you haae the house. When
two or more of your friends have a house, they
say We haae a housa ; and you say_ They haae a
hotrse. If you are going to give a house to two
friends, yoti say.[ wil'|, giae a house,to you. What
would t[ey then say to their friends, if they made
use of the word get ? (We u'ill' get a house)Such is a less straightforward pointing word

than this and that, having the sense ' of this
(that) sort ', or even 'of this (that) sort of size
(degree)

' : such 'ideas are fool'ish, the

not- swch

order- such before a (but not swch the
colour).

corne,

using the same form for a number of
friends as you would for one.

44

gloues er?

a darh colowr. Take note of the word

45

d'arh

6.

Grles !
The use of one word by itself with the
mark '! ' after it is the sign of a strong
'feeling about the thing or the act named by

word-Fire ! , Danger ! Sometimes the
feeling is a desire-Water! A very
conrmon uqe of such cries is to give an
order, which is a desire that others may
do something for you-Corne !, Stop !
the

The sense is dependent on the place or
the conditions in which such words are
used. If a man is ill in bed, and he says
Water l-we
be pleased to have a

may be certain that he would

drink. But if some

boys are looking about for a place where
their boats may go sailit g, and one of them
suddenly sees water, and says Water !the others do not give him a drink.
Three Basic words which are specially
used by themselves a^re Yes !, No !, and
Please

! Their use in this way is

so

conrmon that the '! ' sign is not necessaty.
The ' ! ' sign then goes at the end, even if
there is more than one cryOh, what a shame !
When any word is used to give an order,
or make a request, any of the words which

would be after it in a normal statement
may still be kept in their places, but the
46

person who is to do the act is not
Come to the theatre tomorrow.

named-

There are a number of noises which,
though not internationally used, are
probably clear to everyone when the
conditions in which they are used are
given.l Oh'!, Ah I are ' interjections ' of
this sort, which might have been listed
with the group of international words
(p. 169), if they had been important
enough.

Not all the ' interjections ' are made with

the purpose of sayrng something

to

another person. Sometimes they are only
an outlet for one's feelings, as when we
say ' Ow ! ' on coming up against a door
suddenly, or ' Phew ! ' when the heat is

very great. It is clearly not necessary
for this private language of the feelings
to be given an international form.

I Basic makes no general use of words which
might seem to be international because they are
formed from sounds (' onomatopoeia '). But
a small number of names of noises, such as ' the
buzz of a bee ' , ' the foP of a cork ', or th'e ' t'ich
of a clock', will have a limited value as simple
sounds. Naturally, other languages may have
other names for such noises ; but a cwchoo, a
hiccuf , and a m'iaou will probably give little
trouble. Other suggestions made in Basic
English (page 7 4) are cluch, crash, uoah, IloP,
splash, and wheeze ; but, naturally, they are only

to be used in connection urith the things or acts
by which they are caused, and chiefly for ornament or amusement.
47

Queetions and Examplee
One special use of these cries is for military
puqposes. Fira / is the order for a gun to go off
with a loud noise and smoke. Attention t is tbre
order to take a stiff position and get ready
- for
another order. Eyes-front t Righi turn I Left
wheel /-and so on. Make a selection of words
which might be of use for giving orders in a school
(Attention

!

Quiet, please

Quich

tl

I

Come here

I

Boohs shut

When you are surprised, or overcome by
strong feelings, do you make noises which would
be clear to everyone in any country ? Do you
say:Oh! Aht PoohtBahl Shsshl?
Make these examples into short cries :
I haae a desire.for a porter for thebags (Porter !\
That was a cruel act (Shame !)
That is a aery good thing (Good !)
At this point, most learners will probably have
a good working knowledge of the 850 words and

their senses, for the purposes of Part II. On
page 9 there was a list of the first 100 names of
things for general use. Ilere is a suggestion for

the last 100 :ad,dition, adiustment, agreement, arnusernent,
apparatus, approual, argument, art, attraction,
authority

, base, brass , cause , comrn'ittee,

comparison,
crime,

condition, connection, control, credit,

current, debt, decision degree, d,euelopment, digestion, d,iscoaery, discussion, disease, d,isgust,
d'istance, distri,but'ion, education, effect, error,

eu

ent,

existence, erpansion, erperienee, erpert, fact,

fiction, flight, goaernment, harmony ,

h'istory,

impwlse, 'increase, lyadylstry , instrument,
insurance,'i,nuention, leael,, Iimit, rnanager, rnzess,
metal,, nat'ion, obsera at'ion, offer, op'inion, organization, position, powpr, proaess, produce, profit,
humour

,

property, prose, protest, purpose, range,

II

!

ra,te,

reaction, regret, representat'iue, respect, rhythm,
science, selection, sefr, shame, shoch, society,
structwre, substance, suggest'ion, support, system,
tar, tend,ency, test, theory, transport, un'dt, ualue,

WORD-ORDER

Generally, it is a good thing to put every
word into some form of statement when
you have its sound and its sense clear.
It is much less hard to get a story into the
memory than a list of words ; and in a,
story such as the one about the little girl
and the rat, or any of the examples in
Basic English books, you will have all
the words in the right places, even if at
first you are not quite certain about some
of the details. This is very important
because even though you may be quite
clear about the sense of the words and how

they are used, if you do not put them
in the rtght order, your statements may be taken in the wrong way by
all your friends. For example, if you say
" ltaue I an i.dea, " in place of " f haue art
idea " , it will .seem as if you are uncertain
about the condition of your mind, when in
fact your purpose was to say that something of value was going on inside it.
together

vessel, weight, utine,
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